INNOVATIVE VENTILATION SOLUTIONS

EASY INSTALLATION
Adjustable double-hanger bar system expands up to 24” for between-joist installation. Mounting tabs on the fan housing allow for direct attachment to joist or truss. Snap-in wiring connections allow for easy addition of light / night light accessories, as well as quick motor change-outs.

CODE COMPLIANT
Orbit vent fans are HVI certified for airflow and sound performance. Most of our fixtures are ENERGY STAR® listed, helping owners meet LEED, NAHB Green Building, and Title 24 efficiency standards. All fans are either UL or ETL Listed.

SELECTION
Orbit offers a wide selection of IAQ solutions for meeting code and saving energy. Choose complete fan units with LED lights, DC motors, and motion / humidity sensors. Or, select housing, motors, and grille designs à la carte with Orbit Contractor Packs.

QUIET AND LONG-LASTING
Permanently lubricated motors sustain continuous operation up to 30,000 hours for AC motors, and upwards of 60,000 hours for DC motors. Fully enclosed DC motors and AC condenser motors ensure quiet operation as low as 0.5 to 0.3 sone.

Orbit Industries’ Ventilation Fans and Fanlights meet energy efficiency and IAQ standards set by most U.S. cities.

Designed with the contractor in mind, our fans are quick and easy to install. Orbit fixtures are long-lasting, and prove a valuable investment for the homeowner.